Is there anything else you would like to tell us about the recreation facilities?
Column1
Small restaurant type food would be really great
Concession stand needs to upgraded to include more inventory. Beer, cigarettes, ice,
food, cheap firewood.
Roads are terrible. More maintenance is needed on roads.
Camp hosts that actually do their job and are present. Not just a free weekend camping
spot for the season.
Always room for improvement but we love coming there once/year with our family! It's
our one camping trip we take every summer. Thank you for all you do!
Only complaint. I had a run in with a security officer in which I felt was extremely
unnecessary. A friend of mine brought out a fully licenses street legal side by side with a
also fully licensed street legal trailer designed to be used as a hayride (minus the hay).
We went for a small ride on it to go drive by the hidden shelter campground. That is a
spot that i could not get into in past years cause my 5th wheeler didnt have enough
clearance over my truck for the road. He told me the road was modified. I wanted to see
it. This security guard was very disrespectful on yelling at us about shutting it down
saying we were after noise ordinance. This side by side is a very quite vehicle. We
werent being noisy. So we parked it and this security guy stayed parked at the top of the
hill watching us for a couple hours. Meanwhile a loud truck with dual exhaust drove back
and forth right by him about 4 times in that span. Not sure what that truck was driving
around for, but it was much louder than my friends side by side and he was allowed to
pass each time. So is it a noise ordinance thing or a legal side by side issue? As a father
to young kids who was out on a family weekend trip taking them for a hayride I was
rather surprised that we were treated that way and i had to comfort crying kids when
they were told no more ride
be nice if they had a visitor center with interaction/snack bar too
Amazing customer service. Wonderful friendly hosts. Nice job.
It would be great if you could sponsor some activities/events during the summer while
people are enjoying the lake. I really enjoy spending time at Lake Tschida!
Would be nice to have more gift shop items. We really enjoyed that this past summer
Excellent staff. Take care of problem guests quickly. Areas to camp well kept and clean.
Nice to see security/sheriffs frequent visits. Camp host makes rounds frequently. Love
everything and everyone about downstream.
very friendly and helpful
Staff is always very helpful when changes of reservations are required.
I find the camp host at crappie creek very unfriendly.
I would like to see increase inventory of drumstick ice cream at North Shore.
Need to have after hours contact numbers for someone, there is nothing listed
anywhere and there should be someone who can answer questions when office is
closed.

See people drive through but no real interaction with staff. Not sure if there are
emergency shelters or where this information is located. We have stayed twice &
during our last stay there was a big storm. We camped in Crappie & the only shelter
would have been the vault toilet. More dump stations. We did see Crappie was getting
one during our last visit. Love being able to be by the water when camping.
Have not stayed at this facility but would if equestrian facilities were developed.
I would like to see a full service marina.
Overall satisfied. Wish that a yearly fishing tournament was discontinued. Love camping
and boat fishing. Fishing quality is not good.
Better security please
Paved roads to camp resorts
Leafy Spurge needs to be cleaned up it is more important to get that cleaned up than
anything else you can build or add
Dumpsters
Possibly a place to rent skis, wake boards, sail boat and other water toys.
Need more stores and restaurants
We want a sandy Beach for our kids to swim.
I am very disappointed in the green algae. I will not camp at a lake with green algae
Very friendly staff, clean
Enjoy visiting the shop and neat to pick up a lake tschida souvenir. Always friendly and
helpful.
If you forget something it is kind of a drive to town to buy it.
Would really enjoy a sit down restaurant with more to offer than North Shore currently
provides.

